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ABSTRACT 

An apparatus for managing data stored in a data storage 
device connected to a computer. In accordance With the 
present invention, it is determined that a Web page is to be 
cached. The Web page references other objects. The refer 
enced objects are stored in one or more data stores. The Web 
page is cached. The cached Web page and the referenced 
objects are managed in a coordinated fashion to ensure the 
display of a complete Web page. 
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TECHNIQUE FOR MAINTAINING AND 
MANAGING DYNAMIC WEB PAGES STORED 
IN A SYSTEM CACHE AND REFERENCED 

OBJECTS CACHED IN OTHER DATA STORES 

PROVISIONAL APPLICATION 

[0001] This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
09/602,412 ?led Jun. 23, 2000, Which claims bene?t of Pro 
visional Application No. 60/140,711 ?led Jun. 24, 1999 
entitled “TECHNIQUE FOR MAINTAINING AND MAN 
AGING DYNAMIC WEB PAGES STORED INA SYSTEM 
CACHE AND REFERENCED OBJECTS CACHED IN 
OTHER DATA STORES,”, by Mel ZimoWski. The entire 
disclosures of these prior applications are hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0003] This invention relates in general to computer-imple 
mented systems, and, in particular, to maintaining and man 
aging dynamic Web pages and objects referenced by the Web 
pages. 
[0004] 2. Description of RelatedArt 
[0005] The Internet computer netWork is a collection of 
computer netWorks that exchange information via the Trans 
mission Control Protocol/Intemet Protocol (“TCP/IP”) pro 
tocol suite. Currently, the use of the Internet computer net 
Work for commercial and non-commercial uses is exploding. 
Via its netWorks, the Internet computer netWork enables users 
in different locations to access information stored in data 
sources (e.g., databases) on servers distributed across these 
netWorks. 

[0006] The World Wide Web (i.e., the “WWW” or the 
“Web”) is a hypertext information and communication sys 
tem used on the Internet computer netWork With data com 
munications operating according to a client/server model. 
Typically, a user of a Web broWser at a Web client computer 
Will request data stored in data sources from a Web server 
computer, at Which Web server softWare resides. The Web 
server softWare interacts With other computer programs that 
use interfaces to connect to these data sources, for example, a 
database managed by a Database Management System 
(“DBMS”), or uses the interfaces directly to access these data 
sources. These computer programs residing at the Web server 
computer transmit the requested data to the client computer in 
WorldWide Web documents referred to as Web pages. The data 
can be of many different types of information, including 
database data, images, video clips, or audio tracks. 
[0007] Web pages can be static Web pages (i.e. Web pages 
With ?xed content that are pre-generated long before the Web 
client request is issued) or dynamic Web pages (i.e., Web 
pages Whose content is dynamically generated at the time the 
Web client request is processed). 
[0008] Dynamic Web pages are typically expensive to gen 
erate because they contain data that must be obtained dynami 
cally at Web servers from either local or remote data sources. 
For this reason, Web server caches are often used to store 
dynamic Web pages that are requested by multiple users. 
These caches are of ?nite siZe and have limits on the number 
of Web pages they can contain. Further, the need for retaining 
individual pages Within the cache varies over time. Thus, 
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Without proper maintenance, the storage allocated to the 
cache may become completely used up or the content of the 
cache may become outdated. 
[0009] A Web page may and often does contain hypertext 
links to objects stored in data stores (e.g., a local ?le system) 
that can be accessed by the Web server that serves the Web 
page. These hypertext links permit the objects that they ref 
erence to be made available to a user at a Web broWser as an 

integral part of the Web page that contains them. Thus, the 
Web page appears incomplete if it is served to a user and the 
objects referenced through these hypertext links cannot be 
materialized as required by the Web page or user. 
[0010] When Web pages are generated dynamically, it is not 
possible to predetermine the objects that Will be referenced 
Within these Web pages using hypertext links. In addition, 
When dynamic Web pages are stored in a system cache for 
reuse, the relationship betWeen the Web page and the objects 
that it references is no longer momentary. Thus, unless the 
contents of the system cache and the data stores containing 
the objects referenced in the Web page are properly managed, 
incomplete Web pages could, easily be displayed at Web 
broWsers. Accordingly, the providers of Web sites need to 
manage the contents of a dynamic Web page system cache and 
the contents of the data stores containing objects that are 
referenced by hypertext links that occur Within those dynamic 
Web pages in a coordinated fashion. 
[0011] Thus, there is a need in the art for improved tech 
niques for maintaining and managing dynamic Web pages 
stored in system caches and objects referenced by the Web 
pages. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] To overcome the limitations in the prior art 
described above, and to overcome other limitations that Will 
become apparent upon reading and understanding the present 
speci?cation, the present invention discloses a method, appa 
ratus, and article of manufacture for managing data stored in 
a data storage device connected to a computer. 
[0013] In accordance With the present invention, it is deter 
mined that a Web page is to be cached. The Web page refer 
ences other objects. The referenced objects are stored in one 
or more data stores. The Web page is cached. The cached Web 
page and the referenced objects are managed in a coordinated 
fashion to ensure the display of a complete Web page. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0014] Referring noW to the draWings in Which like refer 
ence numbers represent corresponding parts throughout: 
[0015] FIG. 1 schematically illustrates the hardWare envi 
ronment of a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
and more particularly, illustrates a typical distributed com 
puter system using the Internet; and 
[0016] FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating the steps performed 
in. accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0017] In the folloWing description, reference is made to 
the accompanying draWings Which form a part hereof, and 
Which is shoWn by Way of illustration a speci?c embodiment 
in Which the invention may be practiced. It is to be understood 
that other embodiments may be utiliZed as structural changes 
may be made Without departing from the scope of the present 
invention. 
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[0018] A. Overview 
[0019] One embodiment of the present invention provides a 
management system for maintaining and managing dynamic 
web pages and objects referenced in the web pages. The 
preferred embodiment of the invention provides techniques 
for managing the contents of a dynamic web page system 
cache and related data stores containing objects that the web 
pages reference while also ensuring the completeness of 
cached web pages that are subsequently reused for display at 
browsers. 
[0020] The preferred embodiment of the invention uses a 
DBMS (e.g., DB2® from International Business Machines 
Corporation) to cache dynamic web pages and to track depen 
dencies that the dynamic web pages have on large objects 
cached in the local UNIX ?le system (in particular, the Hier 
archical File System available under OS/ 3 90® UNIX System 
Services). The preferred embodiment of the invention pro 
vides tools for managing the contents of the dynamic web 
page cache and the large object cache, while also ensuring 
that the management is performed in such a way as to guar 
antee the completeness of any cached web pages that are 
displayed at a browser. 

[0021] B. Hardware Environment 
[0022] FIG. 1 schematically illustrates the hardware envi 
ronment of a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
and more particularly, illustrates a typical distributed com 
puter system using the Internet 100 to connect Web client 
computers 102 executing Web browsers to a Web server com 
puter 104 executing Web server software and other computer 
programs that connect the server system 104 to data sources 
106. A typical combination of resources may include client 
computers 102 that are personal computers or workstations, 
and a web server computer 104 that is a personal computer, 
workstation, minicomputer, or mainframe. These systems are 
coupled to one another by various networks, including LANs, 
WANs, SNA networks, and the Internet. 
[0023] A Web client computer 102 typically executes a Web 
browser and is coupled to a Web server computer 104 execut 
ing Web server software. The Web browser is typically a 
program such as Microsoft’s Internet Explorer® or Netscape 
Navigator®. The Web server software is typically a program 
such as IBM’s HTTP Server or other WWW server software. 
The software executing on the Web server uses a data source 

interface and, possibly, other computer programs, for con 
necting to the data sources 106. The software executing on the 
Web server may also include a cache management system 
110. The client computer 102 is bi-directionally coupled with 
the Web server computer 104 over a line or via a wireless 

system. In turn, the Web server computer 104 is bi-direction 
ally coupled with data sources 106. 
[0024] The data source interface permits the software 
executing on the Web Server to be connected to a Database 
Management System (DBMS), which supports access to a 
data source 106 by executing DBMS software. The DBMS 
may be located on the same server as the Web server computer 
104 or may be located on a separate machine. The data 
sources 106 may be geographically distributed. The software 
executing on the Web server translates the request received 
from a Web browser into one or more statements (e.g., a 
macro ?le or a COBOL program) that can be processed to 
retrieve data from data sources 106. 

[0025] Those skilled in the art will recogniZe many modi 
?cations may be made to this con?guration without departing 
from the scope of the present invention. 
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[0026] C. Dynamic Web Page Caching Overview 

1. Overview of Design 

[0027] The caching of dynamic web pages enhances the 
Web server’s ability to quickly serve web pages containing 
dynamic content. In the preferred embodiment, ASCII 
encoded web pages are cached in a database for reuse by the 
cache management system 110. This eliminates the costs 
associated with reconstructing a dynamic web page that is 
requested by multiple users. Web pages can be HTML web 
pages or XML documents. 

[0028] A cached page is static, as the content of a cached 
page re?ects the state of data stores and business logic at the 
time the web page was created. Subsequent changes to the 
data stores and business logic do not affect the content of the 
cached page. 
[0029] Caching directives are used to specify, among other 
things, the web pages to be cached. A number of factors affect 
whether web pages should be cached. More speci?cally, a 
page should be cached when the page is repeatedly requested 
by users and when the content of the page changes infre 
quently. A pages should not be cached when the processing 
associated with the generation of the web page makes 
changes to data sources. If a cached web page is used to 
respond to a user’s request, the processing logic associated 
with the generation of the cached page is not executed and no 
changes are made to the data sources. 

[0030] When the cache management system 110 (also 
referred to as the management system) is con?gured as a CGI 
application, the caching directives are processed for each 
cache management system user request. When the cache 
management system 110 is con?gured as a Web server plugin 
or as a servlet, the caching directives are processed once per 
web server address space at the time the ?rst management 
system request is assigned to a worker thread associated with 
that address space. For additional information about worker 
threads, refer to pending US. patent application Ser. No. 
09/104,879, ?led Jun. 25, 1998 by M. Zimowski, S. 
Greenspan, P. Livecchi, and J. Aman, entitled “METHOD 
AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING CONNECTIONS TO A 
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM”. 
[0031] Stored procedures are provided by the cache man 
agement system 110 for managing the contents of the cache. 

2. Web Page Caching Directives 

[0032] In the preferred embodiment, authoriZed Web server 
administrators con?gure the cache management system 110 
to cache web pages by adding caching directives to the man 
agement system initialiZation ?le (db2www.ini). 
[0033] In particular, the DTW_CACHE_PAGE directive is 
used to specify web pages that are to be cached by the cache 
management system 110. If the management system initial 
iZation ?le does not contain a DTW_CACHE_PAGE direc 
tive, then no web pages are cached. The following is the 
syntax for the DTW_CACHE-PAGE directive: 
DTW_CACHE_PAGE [I] ?le_name_spec|path_template_ 
spec lifetime usage_scope 
[0034] The term ?le_name_spec refers to the speci?cation 
of one or all blocks within a macro ?le using the fully quali 
?ed name of the macro ?le. A macro ?le is an installation 
provided application that the cache management system 110 
executes to generate one or more web pages. A block is a 
subsection of a macro that is capable of generating a speci?c 
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Web page. For example, DTW_CACHE_PAGEI/u/US 
RNDOl/macro s/custqord.d2W/Output speci?es the caching 
of the Web page created by the execution of the block Output 
in macro custqord.d2W in the directory /u/USRND0l/mac 
ros. In the following additional example, DTW_CACHE_ 
PAGE:/u/USRND0l/macros/custqord.d2W/* speci?es the 
caching of all Web pages created by the execution of any block 
in macro custqord.d2W in the directory /u/USRND0l/mac 
ros. 

[0035] The term path_template_spec refers to the speci? 
cation of blocks Within macro ?les using a path template for 
one or more directories containing macro ?les. A path tem 

plate contains the suf?x/*. The management system caches 
all Web pages created by the execution of blocks in macro ?les 
contained Within the directory or directories that match the 
path template. For example, DTW_CACHE_PAGEI/u/US 
RND0l/macros/* speci?es the caching of Web pages created 
by the execution of blocks in all macros contained Within the 
directory /u/USRNDOl/macros and any subdirectory of 
/u/USRNDOl/macros. In the folloWing additional example, 
DTW_CACHE_PAGE:/* speci?es the caching of all Web 
pages created by all management system macros. 
[0036] The term lifetime refers to the minimum number of 
seconds that a cached Web page is valid. 

[0037] The term usage_scope speci?es the degree to Which 
the reuse of the Web page is restricted. Reuse is granted or 
denied based on the authority of the userid associated With the 
request. Usage_scope can have a value of PUBLIC or PRI 
VATE. PUBLIC means that the cached Web page should be 
served (i.e., returned to a user) When the user request matches 
the cache key (discussed in further detail beloW), the cached 
page is valid, and the userid associated With the Web server 
thread or process processing the request is authoriZed to 
execute the macro that generated the page. PRIVATE means 
that the cached Web page should be served When the user 
request matches the cache key (discussed in further detail 
beloW), the cached page is valid, and the userid associated 
With the Web server thread or process processing the request 
is the same as the userid that Was associated With the Web 
server thread or process that cached the Web page. 

[0038] The caching directive can be speci?ed multiple 
times. Namely, a different caching directive (i.e., DTW_ 
CACHE_PAGE directive) can be speci?ed for each ?le 
name_spec or path template_spec value. When the caching 
directives con?ict With each other, the ?rst directive speci?ed 
takes precedence. 
[0039] A cached page is reused for a request When the URL, 
the form data, and the query string of the request match the 
URL, form data, and query string of the request that caused 
the Web page to be cached. Examples of caching directives are 
shoWn beloW: 

EXAMPLE 1 

[0040] Speci?es the caching of any Web pages generated 
When the cache management system executes a particular 
HTML block in the speci?ed macro 

DTW_CACHE_PAGE / u/U SERl / macro s/ main. d2W/ output 
3600 PUBLIC 

[0041] In this example, the cache management system 
caches the Web pages generated When it executes the output 
block in the macro main.d2W, located in the /u/USERl/mac 
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ros directory. The Web pages have PUBLIC scope, and 
remain valid for at least 1 hour. 

EXAMPLE 2 

[0042] Speci?es the caching of any Web pages. generated 
When the cache management system executes any block in the 
speci?ed macro 
DTW_CACHE_PAGE /u/USER1/macros/main.d2W/* l 800 
PUBLIC 
[0043] In this example, the cache management system 
caches any Web pages the cache management system gener 
ates When it executes any block in the macro main.d2W, 
located in the /u/USERl/macros directory. The Web pages 
have PUBLIC scope, and remain valid for at least 30 minutes. 

EXAMPLE 3 

[0044] Speci?es the caching of any Web pages generated 
When the cache management system executes blocks in mac 
ros located in one or more directories 

DTW_CACHE_PAGE /u/USERl/macros/* 3600 PRIVATE 
[0045] In this example, the cache management system 
caches any Web pages the cache management system gener 
ates When it executes any block in any macro located in the 
/u/USERI/macros directory or any of its subdirectories. The 
Web pages have PRIVATE scope, and remain valid for at least 
1 hour. 

EXAMPLE 4 

[0046] Speci?es the caching of any Web page generated by 
all macros 

DTW_CACHE_PAGE /* 3600 PUBLIC 

[0047] In this example, the cache management system 
caches all Web pages that the cache management system 
generates. The Web pages have PUBLIC scope, and remain 
valid for at least 1 hour. 

EXAMPLE 5 

[0048] Speci?es multiple Web pages caching directives 

DTW_CACHE_PAGE/u/U SERI/ macro s/main/ * 1800 PUB 
LIC 

[0049] DTW_CACHE_PAGE/u/USERI/macros/special/ 
daily_neWs.d2W/* 43200 PUBLIC 
DTW_CACHE_PAGE/u/U SERI/ macro s/special/employee_ 
stats.d2W/* 3600 PRIVATE 
[0050] In this example, the cache management system 
caches the following: (1) All Web pages generated from any 
block in any macro located in the /u/USERI/macros/main/ 
directory. The Web pages have PUBLIC scope and remain 
valid for at least 30 minutes. (2) All Web pages generated by 
the daily_neWs.d2W macro in the directory /u/USERl/mac 
ros/special/. These Web pages have PUBLIC scope and 
remain valid for at least 12 hours. (3) All Web pages generated 
by the employee_stats.d2W macro in the directory /u/USERI/ 
macros/special/. These Web pages have PRIVATE scope and 
remain valid for at least 1 hour. 
[0051] After the Web pages to be cached have been speci 
?ed, the table used to cached the Web pages must be set up. 
The folloWing steps are necessary to set up the table used to 
cache the Web pages: 
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[0052] a. Create the Web page cache table, SYSIBM.DTW 
CACHEPAGES. 

[0053] b. De?ne the stored procedure used to insert the 
cached pages into SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDPAGES to the 
DBMS. 

[0054] c. Prepare the stored procedure for execution using 
a user ID With INSERT, SELECT, and DELETE privileges 
on SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDPAGES. The user IDs associ 
ated With the requests that cache pages must have the 
EXECUTE privilege for the stored procedure. 

[0055] After the above three steps are completed, Web 
pages can be cached: 
[0056] 3. Web Page Cache Key 
[0057] The actual cache key for the cached dynamic Web 
page consists of path information, macro name, HTML or 
XML block name, plus the query string plus the form data (if 
present) that caused the dynamic Web page to be generated. 

D. Management System Dynamic Web Page Cache and Ref 
erenced Object Data Store Consistency 

[0058] 1. Management System Objectives Regarding 
Cache Consistency 
[0059] A Web page may be de?ned as a set of HTML tags or 
an XML (Extensible Mark-up Language) document and the 
objects (e.g., DB2 large objects or LOBs) referenced by the 
Web page using hypertext links. 
[0060] The contents of a cached Web page re?ect the state 
of data stores and business logic at the time the cached Web 
page Was created. Thus, a cached Web page is static. 
[0061] A cached Web page is automatically deleted upon 
expiration of its lifetime (i.e., lifetime value plus creation 
time), When automatic management is enabled, or until 
deleted by an authoriZed Web server administrator. 
[0062] The folloWing are elements that the management 
system is designed to achieve regarding dynamic Web page 
cache and referenced object consistency. When serving a 
cached Web page, the management system maintains the con 
sistency that existed at the time the cached Web page Was 
created. The removal of a referenced object from its data store 
(eg the local UNIX ?le system) invalidates the cached 
dynamic Web page that references the object. The removal of 
a dynamic Web page from the management system cache 
invalidates referenced objects stored in the referenced object 
data store. 
[0063] A Web page is not returned to a user at a broWser 
until all LOBs referenced in the Web page are successfully 
placed in the referenced object data store. Additionally, the 
Web page is not cached until all LOBs referenced in the Web 
page are successfully placed in the referenced object data 
store. When a Web page is removed from the dynamic Web 
page cache, any LOBs referenced by that Web page are 
removed from the referenced object data store. When a LOB 
is removed from the referenced object data store, any Web 
page that references the LOB is removed from the dynamic 
Web page cache and any other LOBs referenced by that Web 
page are removed from the referenced object data store. The 
cached Web page is alWays removed before any dependent 
LOBs are removed from the referenced object data store. 
[0064] 2. The Management System Dynamic Web Page 
Cache 
[0065] ASCII encoded Web pages are cached in a data store 
for reuse by the management system. In the preferred 
embodiment, referenced objects are large objects (LOBs). 
Caching directives specify the Web pages to be cached and the 
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minimum number of seconds the cached page is valid. The 
key of a cached page consists of path information, macro 
name, HTML or XML block name, plus query string plus 
form data (if present) Cached Web pages are classi?ed by 
usage scope: PUBLIC or PRIVATE. 

[0066] The DB2 dynamic Web page cache table is: SYSIB 
M.DTWCACHEDPAGES. The index key for a cached page 
in the dynamic Web page cache table is: INDEXED_KEY 
CHAR(250), Which is the ?rst 250 characters of path infor 
mation, macro name, HTML or XML block name, query 
string, and form data. An identi?er is speci?ed by: ID INTE 
GER, Which is an identi?er derived from path information, 
macro name, HTML or XML block name, query string, and 
form data. To provide fast access to the cache, an index to the 
dynamic Web page cache table is provided that consists of 
both the column for the INDEXED_KEY and the column for 
the ID. 
[0067] The actual key of a cached page is: ACTUAL_KEY 
VARCHAR(4000), Which is comprised of the path informa 
tion, macro name, HTML or XML block name, query string, 
and form data for the request that created the cached page. 
[0068] The userid of the creator is: CREATOR CHAR(8), 
Which is the userid associated With a request that created the 
cached page. The creation timestamp is: CREATION_TIME 
TIMESTAMP, Which speci?es the date and time of the cre 
ation of the cached page. This date and time is the same as the 
CREATION_TIME for any LOBs that the Web page refer 
ences. 

[0069] The expiration timestamp is: EXPIRATION_TIME 
TIMESTAMP, Which speci?es the date and time of expiration 
of the cached page (value of CREATION_TIME+lifetime 
value from DTW_CACHE_PAGE directive). A second index 
for the dynamic Web page cache table is provided that consists 
of the column for EXPIRATION_TIME. The indexed col 
umn (i.e., EXPIRATION_TIME) of the second index is used 
to e?iciently identify the cached Web pages that have expired. 
[0070] The siZe is: SIZE INTEGER, Which speci?es the 
siZe of the cached page in bytes. The usage scope is: USAGE_ 
SCOPE SMALLINT; a value of 1 means that the page has a 
PUBLIC usage scope and a value of 2 means that the page has 
a PRIVATE usage scope. The ordinal position of the segment 
is: ORDINAL_POSITION SMALLINT, Which speci?es the 
ordinal position of the Web page segment Within the complete 
cached page. The dynamic Web page segment is: PAGE_ 
SEGMENT VARCHAR(28100) FOR BIT DATA, Which is 
the ASCII encoded Web page segment. 
[0071] 3. Dynamic Web Page/LOB Dependency Table 
[0072] A dynamic Web page/LOB dependency table must 
be created and several stored procedures must be installed 
before the cache management system 11 0 can manage cached 
Web pages and LOBs. The steps necessary to created the Web 
page dependency table are outlined beloW: 
a. The dynamic Web page/LOB dependency table contains 
information about the LOB ?les stored in HFS and about the 
relationship that these ?les may have, if any, to Web pages 
stored in the dynamic Web page cache. 
[0073] (i) Create the dynamic Web Page/ LOB dependency 
table, SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS. 
[0074] (ii) De?ne the stored procedure used to insert the 
dependency information into SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS 
to the DBMS. 

[0075] (iii) Prepare the stored procedure for execution 
using a user ID With INSERT, SELECT, and DELETE privi 
leges on SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS. The user IDs associ 
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ated With the requests that retrieve LOBs must have the 
EXECUTE privilege for the stored procedure. 
b. Create the stored procedure that performs automatic man 
agement of the Web page cache and LOBs. 
[0076] (i) De?ne the stored procedure to the DBMS. 
[0077] (ii) Prepare the stored procedure for execution using 
a user ID With the DELETE privilege on SYSIBM.DTW 
CACHEPAGES and SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS. The user 
IDs that execute macros must have the EXECUTE privilege 
for the stored procedure. 
c. Create the stored procedure that is used for more advanced 
management of the Web page cache and LOBs. 
[0078] (i) De?ne the stored procedure to the DBMS. 
[0079] (ii) Prepare the stored procedure for execution using 
a userid With the DELETE privilege on SYSIBM.DTW 
CACHEPAGES and on SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS. The 
userids that execute the management system-provided macro 
must have the EXECUTE privilege for the stored procedure. 
[0080] 4. Dynamic Web Page/LOB Dependency Table 
Details 
[0081] The DB2 Web page/LOB dependency table is: 
SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS. The indexed key for a cached 
page in the DB2 Web page/LOB dependency table is: 
INDEXED_KEY CHAR(250), Which speci?es the ?rst 250 
characters of path information, macro name, HTML or XML 
block name, query string, and form data for the request that 
created the cached page. The identi?er is: ID INTEGER, 
Which speci?es an identi?er derived from path information, 
macro name, HTML or XML block name, query string, and 
form data for the request that created the cached page. An 
index to the DB2 Web page/LOB dependency table is pro 
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vided that consists of both the column for the INDEXED_ 
KEY and the column for the ID. 
[0082] Actual key of the cached page is: ACTUAL KEY 
VARCHAR(4000)ipath information, macro name, HTML 
or XML block name, query string, and form data for the 
request that created the cached page. The fully quali?ed HFS 
?lename for the LOB is: FILENAME VARCHAR(l024). 
[0083] The creation timestamp is: CREATION_TIME 
TIMESTAMP, Which speci?es the date and time of the cre 
ation of the LOB. This date and time is the same as the 
CREATION_TIME for the Web page that references the 
LOB. 
[0084] The expiration timestamp is: EXPIRATION_TIME 
TIMESTAMP, Which speci?es the date and time for expira 
tion of the LOB (value of CREATION_TIME+DTW_LOB 
LIFETIME con?guration value, When dynamic Web page 
caching not in use; value of CREATION_TIME+max(DTW_ 
LOB_LIFETIME con?guration value; lifetime, value from 
DTW_CACHE_PAGE directive) When dynamic Web page 
caching in use). A second index for the DB2 Web page/LOB 
dependency table is provided that consists of the column for 
EXPIRATION_TIME. The indexed column (i.e., EXPIRA 
TION_TIME) of the second index is used to ef?ciently iden 
tify objects (referenced by a Web page) that have expired. 
[0085] The siZe is: SIZE INTEGER, Which speci?es the 
siZe of the LOB in bytes. 
[0086] The SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDPAGES and the 
SYSIBMDTWCACHEDEPS DB2 tables are shoWn beloW. 
SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDPAGES is the dynamic Web page 
cache table. This table contains the cached Web pages and 
information about the cached Web pages. 

TABLE 1 

SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDPAGES 

Column: Column Datatype Description 

INDEXEDLKEY. 

CHAR(25 0) 
ID: INTEGER 

ACTUALLKEY: 

VARCHAR(4000) 

CREATOR: CHAR(8) 

CREATIONLTIME: 
TIMESTAMP 

EXPIRATIONLTIME: 

TIMESTAMP 

SIZE: INTEGER 

USAGEiSCOPE: 
SMALLINT 

ORDINALLPOSITION: 

SMALLINT 

PAGELSEGMENT 

VARCHAR(28100)FOR 
BIT DATA 

Indexed key for cached page: the ?rst 250 characters of the 

actual key 
Identi?er: an identi?er derived from the key 

The actual key of the cached page: the path information, 

macro name, HTML or XML block name, query string, and 

form data of the request that generated the page. 

User ID of creator: user ID associated With the request that 

created the cached page. 

Creation timestamp: date and time of creation of cached 

page. 

It is the same as the CREATIONLTIME for any LOBs that 

the Web page references. 

Expiration timestamp: date and time for expiration of cached 

page (value of CREATIONLTIME + lifetime value from 

DTWLCACHELPAGE directive) 
Size: size ofcached page in bytes 

Usage scope: a value ofl means that the page has a PUBLIC 

usage scope and a value of2 means that the page has a 

PRIVATE usage scope 

Ordinal position of segment: the ordinal position of the Web 

page segment Within the complete cached page 

Dynamic Web page segment: the ASCII encoded Web page 

s egment 
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SYSIBMDTWCACHEDEPS is the Web page dependency 
table. This table contains information about the LOBs refer 
enced by Web pages. 

TABLE 2 
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SYSIBM.DTWCACHEDEPS 

Column: Column Datatype Description 

INDEXEDLKEY: Indexed key for Web page: ?rst 250 characters of the 
CHAR(25 0) actual key 
ID: INTEGER Identi?er: an identi?er derived from the actual key 
ACTUALLKEY: The actual key of the cached page: the path information, 
VARCHAR(4000) macro name, HTML or XML block name, query string, and 

form data of the request that generated the page. 
FILENAME: Fully quali?ed HFS ?lename for the LOB 

VARCHAR(1024) 
CREATIONLTIME: Creation timestamp: date and time of the creation of the 
TIMESTAMP LOB. 

Is the same as the CREATIONiTIME for the Web page that 
references this LOB 

EXPIRATIONLTIME: 
TIMESTAMP 

con?guration value When dynamic 

Expiration timestamp: date and time of the expiration of the 
LOB (value of CREATIONLTIME + DTWLLOBLLIFETIME 

Web page caching not in use; value of CREATIONLTIME + max 
(DTWiLOBiLIFETIME con?guration value, lifetime 
value from DTWiCACHEiPAGE directive) When dynamic 
Web page caching in use) 

SIZE: INTEGER Size: size ofthe LOB in bytes 

[0087] 5. Managing LOBs and Cached Web Pages 
[0088] LOBs referenced in Web pages are stored as ?les in 
a single HFS directory. The name of the directory is speci?ed 
by the HTML_PATH con?guration statement of the manage 
ment system initialiZation ?le. 
[0089] The settings of tWo con?guration variables control 
the manner in Which LOBs and cached Web pages are auto 
matically managed. The con?guration variable DTW_LOB_ 
LIFETIME speci?es the minimum number of seconds LOBs 
are available. The default is 0 seconds. When dynamic Web 
page caching is in use, the minimum number of seconds a 
LOB is available is the larger of the value of DTW_LOB_ 
LIFETIME and the lifetime value speci?ed in the caching 
directive for the dynamic Web page that references the LOB. 
The con?guration variable DTW_CACHE_MANAGE 
MENT_INTERVAL speci?es a minimum number of seconds 
betWeen successive automatic cache management attempts. 
The default is 0 seconds. A value of 0 means that the cache 
management system 110 Will not perform automatic cache 
management. 
[0090] Cached Web pages and LOBs are automatically 
managed by the management system using DB2 stored pro 
cedures. Additionally, a management system-provided macro 
permits Web server administrators to manage LOBs and 
cached Web pages in more sophisticated Ways using a stored 
procedure. 
[0091] 6. Automatic Cache Management 
[0092] When automatic cache management occurs, all 
cached dynamic Web pages and LOBs With expiration times 
tamps that precede the current timestamp are automatically 
deleted. 
[0093] The folloWing are the logical steps for automatic 
cache management: 

[0094] # Delete cache table entries Where expiration 
timestamp <current timestamp 

[0095] # Select dependency table entries Where expira 
tion timestamp<current timestamp 

[0096] # For each selected dependency table entry: 
[0097] < Delete HFS ?le identi?ed by HFS ?lename 

for LOB 
[0098] < Delete dependency table entry 

[0099] 7. More Advanced Cache Management 
[0100] The management system provides a macro that 
alloWs a system administrator to execute a management sys 
tem provided stored procedure to perform cache manage 
ment. Use of this macro is referred to as more advanced cache 

management. 
[01 01] When more advanced cache management occurs, all 
cached dynamic Web pages and LOBs With expiration times 
tamps that precede the current timestamp are automatically 
deleted. 

[0102] The management system-provided macro for the 
more advanced management of the caches permits the user to 
perform the folloWing types of management. First, a cleanup 
operation may be requested that deletes all cached dynamic 
Web pages and LOBs With expiration timestamps that precede 
the current timestamp. Second, Web pages may be deleted 
from the dynamic Web page cache based on system adminis 
trator provided input, such as macro ?le and block name 
template values, timestamp values or a combination of name 
and timestamp values (e.g., delete Web pages Where key of 
cached page is like X and creation timestamp is less than 
some provided timestamp value Y). All cached LOBs that are 
referenced by the deleted Web pages are also deleted. Third, 
LOBs from the LOB cache may be deleted based on a times 
tamp value (e.g., delete LOBs Where creation timestamp is 
greater than some provided timestamp value Y). All cached 
dynamic Web pages that contain hypertext references to the 
LOBs are ?rst deleted. 

[0103] 8. Macro for More Advanced Cache Management 
[0104] More speci?cally, the macro for more advanced 
management of dynamic Web pages and LOBs alloWs a sys 
tem administrator to specify the folloWing: 
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[0105] # The deletion of all cached dynamic Web pages 
and LOBs With expiration timestamps that precede the 
current timestamp. 

[0106] # A macro and block template value, Where all 
dynamic Web pages are deleted Where ACTUAL_KEY LIKE 
% value %. 

[0107] # A starting creation timestamp value: Where all 
dynamic Web pages are deleted Where creation 
timestamp>or equal to starting creation timestamp. 

[0108] # An ending creation timestamp value: Where all 
dynamic Web pages are deleted Where creation 
timestamp<or equal to ending creation timestamp. 

[0109] # Both a starting and an ending creation timestamp 
value, Where all dynamic Web pages are deleted Where cre 
ation timestamp>or equal to starting creation timestamp and 
<or equal to ending creation timestamp. 
[0110] # A macro and block template value and a starting 
creation timestamp value, Where all dynamic Web pages are 
deleted Where ACTUAL_KEY LIKE % value % and Where 
creation timestamp>or equal to starting creation timestamp. 

[0111] # A macro and block template value and an end 
ing creation timestamp value Where all dynamic Web 
pages are deleted Where ACTUAL_KEY LIKE % value 
% and Where creation timestamp<or equal to ending 
creation timestamp. 

[0112] A# macro and block template value and both a 
starting and an ending creation timestamp value, Where 
all dynamic Web pages are deleted Where ACTUAL_ 
KEY LIKE % value % and Where creation timestamp >or 
equal to starting creation timestamp and <or equal to 
ending creation timestamp. 

[0113] The macro for more advanced management of 
LOBs also alloWs a user to specify the folloWing: 

[0114] # A starting creation timestamp value, Where all 
LOBs are deleted Where creation timestamp>or equal to 
starting creation timestamp. 

[0115] # An ending creation timestamp value, Where all 
LOBs are deleted Where creation timestamp<or equal to 
ending creation timestamp. 

[0116] # Both a starting and an ending creation times 
tamp value, Where all LOBs are deleted Where creation 
timestamp>or equal to starting creation timestamp and 
<or equal to ending creation timestamp. 

[0117] The macro for more advanced management is 
named manage_cache.d2W. 

EXAMPLE 1 

[0118] To delete selected dynamic Web pages and related 
large objects that have been cached: 
a. Invoke the BEGIN HTML block of the manage_cache.d2W 
macro. 

b. Click on Delete selected dynamic Web pages and related 
large object ?les choice. 
[0119] This choice lets you specify a ?lter and timestamp 
values for the cached Web pages you Want to delete. All 
expired cached Web pages and LOBs as Well as all LOBs 
referenced by the deleted Web pages are also deleted. 
c. Optionally type a string in the Enter the ACTUAL_KEY 
?lter ?eld that matches any part of the ACTUAL_KEY for the 
Web pages to be deleted. This string acts as ?lter for selecting 
the cached Web pages Net.Data deletes. The string can con 
tain up to 250 characters. For example, When the folloWing 
string is entered: 
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/netdata/macros/my_macro.d2W/report 
Net. Data deletes all cached Web pages that have an ACTU 
AL_KEY value containing this string. 
d. Optionally click on the Starting CREATION_TIME check 
box and enter a timestamp value. Net.Data deletes all cached 
Web pages that have creation times greater than or equal to 
this timestamp value, and that have creation times less than or 
equal to the Ending CREATION_TIME, if speci?ed. If no 
Ending CREATION_TIME value is speci?ed, than Net.Data 
deletes all cached Web pages that have creation times greater 
than or equal to the Starting CREATION_TIME value. For 
example, When the folloWing timestamp is entered: 
[0120] Starting CREATION_TIME: 
[0121] Year 1999 Month 03 Day 23 Hour 14 Minute 00 
Second 00 

[0122] Net.Data deletes all cached Web pages that Were 
created on or after 2:00 PM on Mar. 23, 1999 up to and 
including the value of Ending CREATION_TIME, if speci 
?ed. 

e. Optionally click on the Ending CREATION_TIME check 
box and enter a timestamp value. Net.Data deletes all cached 
Web pages that have creation times less than or equal to this 
timestamp value, and that have creation times greater than or 
equal to the Starting CREATION_TIME, if speci?ed. If no 
Starting CREATION_TIME value is speci?ed, then Net.Data 
deletes all cached Web pages that have creation times less 
than or equal to the Ending CREATION_TIME value. For 
example, When the following timestamp is entered: 
[0123] Ending CREATION_TIME: 
[0124] Year 1999 Month 03 Day 23 Hour 23 Minute 59 
Second 59 

[0125] Net.Data deletes all cached Web pages that Were 
created on or before 11:59:59 PM on Mar. 23, 1999, starting 
With the value of Starting CREATION_TIME, if speci?ed. 
[0126] If the Enter the ACTUAL_KEY ?lter ?eld is empty 
and neither of the check boxes are checked, Net.Data deletes 
only expired cached Web pages and LOBs. 
f. Click the EXECUTE push button to proceed, or select Back 
to the beginning to return to the main page and cancel your 
request. 

EXAMPLE 2 

[0127] To delete large objects in HFS and related Web 
pages that have been cached: 

[0128] (i) Invoke the BEGIN HTML block of the man 
age_cache.dtW macro. 

[0129] (ii) Click on the Delete selected large object ?les 
and related dynamic Web pages choice. 
[0130] This choice lets you specify timestamp values 

for the LOBs you Want to delete. All expired cached 
Web pages and LOBs as Well as all LOBs referenced 
by deleted Web pages are also deleted. 

[0131] (iii) Optionally click on the Starting CRE 
ATION_TIME check box and enter a timestamp value. 
Net.Data deletes all LOB ?les that have creation times 
greater than or equal to this timestamp value, and that 
have creation times less than or equal to the Ending 
CREATION_TIME, if speci?ed. If no Ending CRE 
ATION_TIME value is speci?ed, then Net.Data deletes 
all LOB ?les that have creation times greater than or 
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equal to the Starting CREATION_TIME value. For 
example, When the following timestamp is entered: 

Starting CREATION_TIME 

Year 1999 Month 03 Day 23 Hour 14 Minute 00 Second 00 

[0132] Net.Data deletes all LOBs that Were created on or 
after 2:00 PM on Mar. 23, 1999, up to and including the value 
of Ending CREATION_TIME, if speci?ed. 

[0133] (iv) Optionally click on the Ending CREATION_ 
TIME check box and enter a timestamp value. Net.Data 
deletes all LOB ?les that have creation times less than or 
equal to this timestamp value, and that have creation 
times greater than or equal to the Starting CREATION_ 
TIME, if speci?ed. If no Starting CREATION_TIME 
value is speci?ed, then Net. Data deletes all LOB ?les 
that have creation times less than or equal to the Ending 
CREATION_TIME value. For example, When the fol 
loWing timestamp is entered: 
[0134] Ending CREATION_TIME: 
[0135] Year 1999 Month 03 Day 23 Hour 23 Minute 

59 Second 59 Net.Data deletes all LOB ?les that Were 
created on or before 11:59:59 PM on Mar. 23, 1999, 
starting With the value of Starting CREATION_ 
TIME, if speci?ed. 

[0136] If neither of the check boxes are checked, Net. 
Data deletes only expired LOB ?les and cached Web 
pages. 

[0137] (v) Click the EXECUTE push button to proceed, 
or select Back to the beginning to return to the main page 
and cancel your request. 

[0138] 9. Security Considerations and Guidelines 
[0139] The userid(s) associated With the threads or pro 
cesses that execute management system requests must have 
the EXECUTE privilege for the stored procedure used to add 
dynamic Web pages to the cache and to add dependency 
information to the dynamic Web page/ LOB dependency table. 
Additionally, the userid(s) associated With the threads or pro 
cesses that execute management system requests must have 
the authority to add ?les to the HTML_PATH directory. 
[0140] The userid(s) associated With the threads or pro 
cesses that execute the management system requests must 
also have the EXECUTE privilege for the stored procedure 
used to automatically manage the dynamic Web page and 
LOB caches. The userid(s) used for more advanced manage 
ment of LOBs and cached Web pages must have the 
EXECUTE privilege for the stored procedure used to manu 
ally manage the dynamic Web page and LOB caches. 
[0141] An administrative userid is typically used to create 
the HTML_PATH directory and prepare the stored proce 
dures for execution. The administrative userid must have the 
INSERT, SELECT, and DELETE privileges on the Web cache 
table and on the dynamic Web page/LOB dependency table. 
[0142] In summary, the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention provides a technique for managing the con 
tents of a dynamic Web page system cache and related data 
stores containing objects that the Web pages reference While 
also ensuring the completeness of cached Web pages that are 
subsequently reused for display at broWsers. The content may 
be managed by expiration times or in more advanced Ways. 
FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating the steps performed in 
accordance With an embodiment of the present invention. 
[0143] Block 200 represents an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention receiving a request to generate a 
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dynamic Web page. According to the exemplary embodiment, 
it is determined Whether the requested Web page is cached, as 
represented by Block 201. If the requested Web page is not 
cached, the data is retrieved and placed in a dynamically 
generated Web page, as represented by Block 202. The 
retrieved data may be linked to other stored data._Block 203 
represents the determination as to Whether the Web page 
should be cached. Block 204 represents the present invention 
caching the retrieved data and the linked data. If the requested 
Web page is cached, the Web page is retrieved from the cache, 
as represented by Block 205. The present invention then 
manages the cached data, as represented by Block 206. 

CONCLUSION 

[0144] This concludes the description of the preferred 
embodiment of the invention. The folloWing describes some 
alternative embodiments for accomplishing the present 
invention. For example, any type of computer, such as a 
mainframe, minicomputer, or personal computer, or com 
puter con?guration, such as a timesharing mainframe, local 
area netWork, or standalone personal computer, could be used 
With the present invention. 
[0145] The foregoing description of the preferred embodi 
ment of the invention has been presented for the purposes of 
illustration and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive 
or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many 
modi?cations and variations are possible in light of the above 
teaching. It is intended that the scope of the invention be 
limited not by this detailed description, but rather by the 
claims appended hereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An apparatus for processing a request that requires the 

dynamic generation of a Web page, the apparatus comprising: 
a computer; and 
one or more programs, performed by the computer, for: 

determining Whether to respond to a request for a Web 
page by retrieving the Web page from a cache or by 
constructing the Web page; 

if it is determined that the request is to be responded to 
by constructing the Web page, 
retrieving data and placing data in the Web page, 

Wherein the data is linked to other objects, 
determining that the Web page is to be cached, 

Wherein the Web page references the other objects; 
storing the referenced objects in one or more data 

stores; and 
caching the Web page in the cache; 

if it is determined that the request is to be responded to 
by retrieving the Web page from the cache, retrieving 
the Web page from the cache; 

automatically managing the cached Web page and the 
referenced objects to ensure the display of a complete 
Web page; and 

When one or more of the referenced objects is deleted, 
deleting the Web page from the cache, 

Wherein a system initialization ?le comprises at least one 
caching directive Which is used in determining Whether 
to cache the constructed Web page. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising, When the 
Web page is deleted from the cache, deleting the referenced 
objects. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising, prior to 
determining that a Web page is to be cached, one or more 
computer programs, performed by the computer, for retriev 
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ing data and placing the data in a dynamically generated Web 
page, Wherein the data is linked to other stored objects. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3, Wherein managing the cached 
data comprises one or more computer programs, performed 
by the computer, for receiving a request from an administrator 
to delete the retrieved data based on an administrator-pro 
vided input, and deleting the retrieved data based on the 
administrator-provided input. 

5. The apparatus of claim 3, Wherein managing the cached 
data comprises one or more computer programs, performed 
by the computer, for receiving a request from an administrator 
to delete the linked objects based on a second user provided 
input, and deleting the linked objects based on the adminis 
trator-provided input. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising one or more 
computer programs, performed by the computer, for process 
ing a caching directive that speci?es Whether the Web page 
should be cached. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising one or more 
computer programs, performed by the computer, for associ 
ating an expiration timestamp With the Web page, Wherein the 
expiration timestamp de?nes a time period in Which the 
cached Web page is valid. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7, Wherein managing the cached 
Web page and referenced objects further comprises one or 
more computer programs, performed by the computer, for 
automatically deleting the Web page and the referenced 
objects When the expiration timestamp precedes a current 
timestamp. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, Wherein deleting further com 
prises one or more computer programs, performed by the 
computer, for ?rst, deleting the Web page and second, deleting 
the referenced objects. 

10. The apparatus of claim 7, Wherein managing the Web 
page and referenced objects comprises one or more computer 
programs, performed by the computer, for receiving a request 
from an administrator to delete all cached Web pages accord 
ing to some administrator-speci?ed selection criteria, and 
deleting all cached Web pages and referenced objects that 
satisfy the administrator-speci?ed selection criteria. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, Wherein deleting further 
comprises one or more computer programs, performed by the 
computer, for ?rst, deleting the Web page and second, deleting 
the referenced objects. 

12. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein at least one of the 
referenced objects is not stored in said cache. 

13. An article of manufacture comprising a computer pro 
gram carrier readable by a computer and embodying one or 
more instructions executable by the computer to perform 
method steps for responding to a request for a Web page, 
comprising: 

determining Whether to respond to a request for a Web page 
by retrieving the Web page from a cache or by construct 
ing the Web page; 

if it is determined that the request is to be responded to by 
constructing the Web page, 
retrieving data and placing data in the Web page, Wherein 

the data is linked to other objects, 
determining that the Web page is to be cached, Wherein 

the Web page references the other objects; 
storing the referenced objects in one or more data stores; 

and 
caching the Web page in the cache; 
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if it is determined that the request is to be responded to by 
retrieving the Web page from the cache, retrieving the 
Web page from the cache; 

automatically managing the cached Web page and the ref 
erenced objects to ensure the display of a complete Web 
page; and 

When one or more of the referenced objects is deleted, 
deleting the Web page from the cache, 

Wherein a system initialization ?le comprises at least one 
caching directive Which is used in determining Whether 
to cache the constructed Web page. 

14. The article of manufacture of claim 13, further com 
prising, When the Web page is deleted, deleting the referenced 
objects. 

15. The article of manufacture of claim 13, further com 
prising, prior to determining that a Web page is to be cached: 

retrieving data and placing the data in a dynamically gen 
erated Web page, Wherein the data is linked to other 
stored objects. 

16. The article of manufacture of claim 15, Wherein man 
aging the cached Web page and referenced objects comprises 
the steps of: 

receiving a request from an administrator to delete the 
retrieved data based on an administrator-provided input; 
and 

deleting the retrieved data based on the administrator-pro 
vided input. 

17. The article of manufacture of claim 15, Wherein man 
aging the Web page and referenced objects comprises the 
steps of: 

receiving a request from an administrator to delete the 
linked objects based on an administrator-provided input; 
and 

deleting the linked objects based on the administrator 
provided input. 

18. The article of manufacture of claim 13, further com 
prising processing a caching directive that speci?es Whether 
the Web page should be cached. 

19. The article of manufacture of claim 13, further com 
prising associating an expiration timestamp With the Web 
page, Wherein the expiration timestamp de?nes a time period 
in Which the cached Web page is valid. 

20. The article of manufacture of claim 19, Wherein man 
aging the cached Web page and referenced objects further 
comprises automatically deleting the Web page and the refer 
enced objects When the expiration timestamp precedes a cur 
rent timestamp. 

21. The article of manufacture of claim 20, Wherein delet 
ing further comprises ?rst, deleting the Web page and second, 
deleting the referenced objects. 

22. The article of manufacture of claim 19, Wherein man 
aging the cached Web page and referenced objects comprises 
the steps of: 

receiving a request from an administrator to delete all 
cached Web pages according to some administrator 
speci?ed selection criteria; and 

deleting all cached Web pages and referenced objects that 
satisfy the administrator-speci?ed selection criteria. 

23. The article of manufacture of claim 22, Wherein delet 
ing further comprises ?rst, deleting the Web page and second, 
deleting the referenced objects. 

24. The article of manufacture of claim 13, Wherein at least 
one of the referenced objects is not stored in said cache. 

* * * * * 


